The authors in their papers (Liao and Mao, Stochast. Anal. Appl. 14 (2) (1996a) 165-185; Neural, Parallel Sci. Comput. 4 (2) (1996b) 205-244) initiated the study of stability and instability of stochastic neural networks and this paper is the continuation of their research in this area. The main aim of this paper is to discuss almost sure exponential stability for a stochastic delay neural network dxðtÞ ¼ ½ÀBxðtÞ þ Agðx t ðtÞÞ dt þ sðxðtÞ; gðx t ðtÞ; tÞ dwðtÞ. The techniques used in this paper are different from those in their earlier papers. Especially, the nonnegative semimartingale convergence theorem will play an important role in this paper. Several examples are also given for illustration. #
Introduction
Theoretical understanding of neural-network dynamics has advanced greatly in the past 15 years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In many networks, time delays cannot be avoided. For example, in electronic neural networks, time delays will be present due to the finite switching speed of amplifiers. Marcus and Westervelt [7] proposed, in a similar way as Hopfield [2] , a model for a network with delays as follows:
T ij g j ðu j ðt À t j ÞÞ; 14i4n; ð1:1Þ
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on t50. The variable u i ðtÞ represents the voltage on the input of the ith neuron. Each neuron is characterized by an input capacitance C i , a time delay t i and a transfer function g i ðuÞ. The connection matrix element T ij has a value þ1=R ij when the noninverting output of the jth neuron is connected to the input of the ith neuron through a resistance R ij , and a value À1=R ij when the inverting output of the jth neuron is connected to the input of the ith neuron through a resistance R ij . The parallel resistance at the input of each neuron is defined R i ¼ ð P n j¼1 jT ij jÞ À1 . The nonlinear transfer function g i ðuÞ is sigmoidal, saturating at AE1 with maximum slope at u ¼ 0. That is, in mathematical terms, g i ðuÞ is nondecreasing and jg i ðuÞj41^b i juj for all À 15u51; ð1:2Þ
where b i is the slope of g i ðuÞ at u ¼ 0 and is supposed to be finite. By defining
Eq. (1.1) can be re-written as Moreover, there is a relationship
It is clear that whenever given initial data uðsÞ ¼ xðsÞ for À% t4s40; Eq. (1.4) has a unique global solution on t50, where % t ¼ max 14i4n t i and x ¼ fxðsÞ: À % t4s40g is a Cð½À% t; 0; R n Þ-valued function. Haykin [8] points out that in real nervous systems, synaptic transmission ''. . . is a noisy process brought on by random fluctuations from the release of neurotransmitters, and other probabilistic causes'' (p. 309-310). One approach to the mathematical incorporation of such effects is to use probabilistic threshold models (e.g [8] ); the approach used in the current paper is to view neural networks as nonlinear dynamical systems with intrinsic noise, that is, to include a representation of the inherent stochasticity in the neurodynamics. Le Cun et al. [9] describe a network where noise is injected into the first hidden layer (only), and use the result to obtain error derivatives, thereby avoiding back-propagation.
We therefore suppose that there exists a stochastic perturbation to the neural network and the stochastically perturbed network with delays is described by a stochastic differential delay equation dxðtÞ ¼ ½ÀBxðtÞ þ Agðx t ðtÞÞ dt þ sðxðtÞ; x t ðtÞ; tÞ dwðtÞ on t50; xðsÞ ¼ xðsÞ on À % t4s40: ð1:6Þ
Here wðtÞ ¼ ðw 1 ðtÞ; . . . ; w m ðtÞÞ T is an m-dimensional Brownian motion defined on a complete probability space ðO; F; PÞ with a natural filtration fF t g t50 (i.e. F t ¼ sfwðsÞ: 04s4tg), xðtÞ ¼ ðx 1 ðtÞ; . . . ; x n ðtÞÞ T , x t ðtÞ ¼ ðx 1 ðt À t 1 Þ; . . . ; x n ðt À t n ÞÞ T and
i.e. sðx; y; tÞ ¼ s ij ðx; y; tÞÞ nÂm . Assume, throughout this paper, that sðx; y; tÞ is locally Lipschitz continuous and satisfies the linear growth condition as well. So it is known (cf. [10] [11] [12] ) that Eq. (1.6) has a unique global solution on t50, which is denoted by xðt; xÞ. Moreover, assume also that sð0; 0; tÞ 0 for the stability purpose of this paper. So Eq. (1.6) admits an equilibrium solution xðt; 0Þ 0.
Stability of stochastic differential delay equations have been studied intensively and the reader is referred, for example, to Arnold [13] , Friedman [14] , Has'minskii [15] , Kolmanovskii and Myshkis [16] and Mao [10, 11] . However, stochastic delay neural networks have their own characteristics and it is desirable to obtain stability criteria that make full use of these characteristics. It was in this spirit that the authors in their earlier papers Liao and Mao [17, 18] initiated the study of stability and instability of stochastic neural networks and this paper is the continuation of their research in this area. The main aim of this paper is to discuss the almost sure exponential stability of the stochastic delay neural network (1.6). Liao and Mao [18] mainly discussed the mean square exponential stability from which, along with an additional condition, the almost sure exponential stability follows. But this paper investigates the almost sure exponential stability directly and the criteria obtained here are absolutely new. Moreover, the techniques used in this paper are different from those in the authors' earlier papers. Especially, the nonnegative semimartingale convergence theorem will play an important role in this paper. This paper is organized as follows: The main results of this paper are developed in Section 2 where several sufficient criteria are established for almost sure exponential stability of the stochastic delay neural network (1.6). By making use of the special construction of the network, a number of very useful corollaries are obtained in Section 3. These corollaries are described only in terms of given system parameters and hence are extremely useful in applications. Finally, a number of examples will be provided as illustrations of the use of the theorems in Section 4.
Main results

Let C
2;1 ðR n Â R þ ; R þ Þ denote the family of all nonnegative functions Vðx; tÞ on R n Â R þ which are continuously twice differentiable in x and once differentiable in t. 
Let us stress that LV is defined on R n Â R n Â R þ while V on R n Â R þ . Let CðR n ; R þ Þ denote the family of all continuous functions from R n to R þ , while Cð½À % T; 0; R n Þ, CðR; R þ Þ; etc. Although conditions (1.2) and (1.5) are the characteristics of the delay network and are of course assumed to hold throughout this paper, they will be mentioned whenever they are used explicitly. where g 2 ð0; l 1 À l 2 Þ is the unique root of
The proof of this theorem is based on the following semimartingale convergence theorem established by Liptser and Shiryayev [19 
for all ðx; y; tÞ 2 R n Â R n Â R þ . Assume also that there exists a positive-definite diagonal matrix D ¼ diagðd 1 ; . . . ; d n Þ such that the symmetric matrix where g > 0 is the unique root to the equation
ð2:11Þ
In other words; the stochastic delay neural network ð1:6Þ is almost surely exponentially stable.
Proof. Let Vðx; tÞ ¼ jxj 2 . Then the operator LV has the form LVðx; y; tÞ ¼ 2x T ½ÀBx þ AgðyÞ þ trace½s T ðx; y; tÞsðx; y; tÞ:
Compute, by the hypotheses,
It is easy to see from the construction of H that l4d i for all 14i4n. Using (1.2) one can then derive that
In order to apply Theorem 2.1, define f 2 CðR n ; R þ Þ and f i 2 CðR; R þ Þ by
It is obvious that fðxÞ5jxj 2 ¼ Vðx; tÞ and fðxÞ
Moreover,
By Theorem 2.1, for every x 2 Cð½Àt; 0; R n Þ, the solution of Eq. (1.6) has the property lim sup 
for all ðx; y; tÞ 2 R n Â R n Â R þ . Assume also that there exists a positive-definite diagonal matrix D ¼ diagðd 1 ; . . . ; d n Þ such that the symmetric matrix
is negative-definite; where % D is the same as defined in Theorem 2:
then the stochastic delay neural network ð1:6Þ is almost surely exponentially stable. Moreover; the sample Lyapunov exponent ði.e. the left hand side of ð2:10ÞÞ can be estimated by ð2:10Þ as long as the l in ð2:12Þ is determined by
Proof. Set
Then (2.14) can be written as trace½s T ðx; y; tÞsðx; y; tÞ4x
In view of Theorem 2.3, it is sufficient to verify that the matrix H defined there is negative-definite. To do so, for any x; y 2 R n , compute
where l is defined by (2.16) and is positive due to (2.15). The proof is therefore complete. &
Further results
In the previous section several general criteria were obtained for the almost sure exponential stability of the delay network. The use of these criteria depends very much on the construction of the Lyapunov function V (Theorem 2.1) or the choice of positive numbers d i (Theorems 2.3 and 2.4). However, it would be nice and convenient to have some criteria which are only based on the system parameters e.g. b i and b i . Moreover, relations (1.2) and (1.5) are both the properties of the neural network but the criteria established in the previous have only used property (1.2). In this section we shall also make use of the nice property (1.5) in order to obtain further results. In particular, the new criteria here will be described only in terms of the system parameters b i ; b i ; etc. given by (1.2), (1.5) and (2.14) hence these criteria can be verified easily and should be proven very useful in applications.
Corollary 3.1. Let ð1:2Þ; ð1:5Þ and ð2:14Þ hold. Assume
ja ji j for all 14i4n:
ð3:1Þ
then the stochastic delay neural network ð1:6Þ is almost surely exponentially stable.
Proof. Choose
and then define the symmetric matrix % H the same as in Theorem 2.4. For any x; y 2 R n , compute
where condition (1.5) has been used. But
which implies l max ð % HÞ4 À % l. Now the conclusion of this corollary follows from Theorem 2.4. The proof is complete. & In practice, the networks are often symmetric in the sense ja ij j ¼ ja ji j. For such symmetric networks the following result are particularly useful. 
ð3:6Þ
If ð3:3Þ holds; then the stochastic delay network ð1:6Þ is almost surely exponentially stable.
Proof. By (1.5), (3.4) and (3.5),
Hence the conclusion follows from Corollary 3.1 directly. The proof is complete.
In the sequel we shall denote by jjAjj the operator norm of matrix A, i.e. jjAjj ¼ supfjAxj: x 2 R n ; jxj ¼ 1g.
Corollary 3.3. Let ð1:2Þ and ð2:14Þ hold. Assume
ð3:8Þ
which yields l max ð % HÞ4 À % l. Now the conclusion of this corollary follows from Theorem 2.4. The proof is complete. &
Examples
This section provides the examples as illustrations of the use of the theorems. The networks described here are a little bit artificial but how the theory of this paper can be applied is clearly illustrated.
The use of the criteria established in Section 2 depends very much on the construction of the Lyapunov function V (Theorem 2.1 where wðtÞ is a real-valued Brownian motion, t 1 and t 2 are both positive numbers while
It is easily shown that (1. By making use of the special construction of the network, a number of very useful results are obtained in Section 3. Since these results are described only in terms of given system parameters, they are very convenient to be used in applications. The following example illustrates that if the neural network is symmetric how we can make use of this nice symmetric property to show the stability. On the other hand, note in this example that sðx; y; tÞ ¼ ðB 1 x; ðy 1 sin y 1 ; y 2 sin y 2 ; y 3 sin y 3 Þ T Þ: 
